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Coronet Peak//One Way

SUV//1-3pax Minivan or Van//4-10pax

$325 $450

Coronet Peak//Return $600 $780

The Remarkables//One Way $480 $680

The Remarkables//Return $850 $1,000

Cardrona, Soho or Snow Farm//One Way $750 $950

Cardrona, Soho or Snow Farm//Return $1,200 $1,400

Additional for child restraint car seats - forward facing or rear facing $25 per seat per day, booster seats $15 per seat per day 
All rates include GST

Enjoy a day on the slopes, starting with a private pick up by one of our knowledgeable
driver-guides at your accommodation.

This is the perfect option for those wanting to enjoy an easy, carefree day up the mountain
if you don’t need a full time driver. Forget the hassle of having to get your gear to and from
public transport, let us take care of you and get you from home to the mountain and back
with ease.

Your private driver will leave the mountain once you have been safely delivered as close
to the powder as possible and return at the time you agreed to transport you back down
the mountain. You will need to agree on pick up and drop off times at least 48 hours prior.

Exclusive alpine
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TRANSFER



Coronet Peak

SUV//1-3pax Minivan or Van//4-10pax

$990 $1,100

The Remarkables $990 $1,100

Cardrona, Soho or Snow Farm $1,200 $1,400

Treble Cone $1,600 $1,800

Additional for child restraint car seats - forward facing or rear facing $25 per seat per day, booster seats $15 per seat per day 
Please note expenses such as your ski passes and rentals are not included in this package and you will need to pay directly on arrival to
the ski field.
All rates include GST

Desiring more of a unique, go where the mood takes you, mountain experience? Indulge
in our Peak of Leisure package, designed to give you the flexibility to plan your perfect ski
experience. One of our knowledgeable, local drivers will be with you from pick up to drop
off. 

Whether you need a coffee enroute or you’re hungry to enjoy après ski stops after a day
on the slopes just let your driver know, they have you covered for a maximum of 10
hours/day.

Peak of Leisure
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PACKAGE



Flexible Private Driver for the Day (12hrs max)

SUV//1-3pax Minivan or Van//4-10pax

$1,700 $2,000

Additional for child restraint car seats - forward facing or rear facing $25 per seat per day, booster seats $15 per seat per day 
Please note expenses such as your ski passes and rentals are not included in this package and you will need to pay directly on arrival to
the ski field.
All rates include GST

Take our Peak of Leisure package one step further and upgrade to our Deluxe. This option
is the perfect pairing for those traveling with children and nannies. With 12 hours allocated
for the day your driver is able to chauffeur members of your group to different locations
without you needing to worry about additional extras. 

Shoot up the mountain and enjoy a day on the slopes while other members of your party
enjoy a more leisurely activity, either way this package allows multiple trips throughout the
day to suit your needs.
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Peak of Leisure
DELUXE PACKAGE



Soak in all that Queenstown has to offer while we take care of you. Our Luxury Piste Experience is
the ultimate, all-inclusive way to explore and enjoy your time in Queenstown. You will be provided
with one of our exceptional local driver-guides and your very own luxury vehicle which will be with
you throughout your holiday with us. This means you are able to store personal items or ski
equipment in the vehicle overnight as it will be garaged each evening.

This intimate, full spectrum experience is for those who prioritise being able to enjoy maximum
flexibility and want to soak in exclusive luxury. 

Your driver-guide is there to meet and assist you as you land at our spectacular airport between
the mountains. Once they have loaded your gear and everyone is onboard they will ensure you
are transported safely to your accommodation. This may include a town orientation and stops to
collect rental equipment and passes if required. Your private driver will be with you throughout the
duration of your visit and can also assist with collecting and returning rental equipment. 

Let your knowledgeable private driver-guide know what type of activities excite you. Whether it’s
days on end spent up the mountain skiing the slopes, tasting some local wine at one of our
incredible wineries, getting the adrenaline pumping at Oxbow, dangling yourself off a bridge or
hot lapping it at Highlands, we have you covered.  Your driver-guide will help fine-tune your
itinerary like only locals can. 

When we say flexibility we really mean it, we know that everyone desires different things in a
holiday. We've made it easy for you all to enjoy your version of a great winter escape in the
adventure capital of New Zealand with the 'Luxury Piste Experience'. 

Luxury Piste
EXPERIENCE
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Luxury Piste
EXPERIENCE

Subject to time availability your personal driver will be happy to take your group up and down
the mountain as you please. Perhaps some members of your group want to ski the slopes all
day then enjoy après ski activities en-route home, while others might want to do a spot of
shopping and head back to town early.  Enjoy the flexibility of this package up to 12 hours per
day.

If you would like additional services or more than 12 hours per day, let us know and this can be
arranged by one of our friendly staff. We supply your vehicle with complimentary bottled water
and you may also bring your own refreshments on-board with you to enjoy. We also offer
complimentary child restraints if required.

Once you've experienced all Queenstown and the surrounding area has to offer we will safely
see you back to Queenstown Airport for your departure flight.

3 Days

SUV//1-3pax Minivan or Van//4-10pax

$4,350 $5,100

4 Days $5,600 $6,700

 All rates include GST

5 Days $6,750 $8,200

6 Days $7,800 $9,600

7 Days $8,850 $11,000

8 Days $9,900 $12,400

9 Days $10,900 $13,750

10 Days $11,900 $15,100


